Internship Opportunity
Data Analytics

A rapidly growing Kingston-based software startup with ties to Queen’s University and the Silicon Valley (San Francisco) is looking to hire an intern working on data analytics, effective immediately.

For close to 2 years, Canarmony Corp. (canarmony.ca) has been promoting ‘Canadian’ ‘harmony’ around the globe. The company creates applications that simplify work and enhance quality of life everywhere. The corporation is projected to be a world leader in applying mathematical algorithms to save time and money, reduce errors, add efficiencies, convenience and peace of mind, and integrate tools and individuals. Canarmony Corp. innovates and introduces technology into better working, learning, and connecting.

Driven and entrepreneurially-minded senior undergraduate and Master’s students or recent graduates are encouraged to apply. This internship is aimed at developing advanced analytics and smart computing technologies and techniques to work with large and diverse data sets to advance productivity and excel Canarmony’s products. Expertise in web and mobile application design, ruby on rails, as well as full-stack development is an asset.

In short, we seek applicants who are:

1- Punctual and efficient time manager
2- Creative and analytical
3- Expressive and effective communicator
4- Flexible and team-oriented
5- System-oriented
6- Aspiring and entrepreneurially-minded
7- Proficient in python and familiar with other languages such as Java and C/C++
8- Strong knowledge of probability and random processes

Please submit your application today via email to:

Dr. Shahram Yousefi, CEO
president@canarmony.ca